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About This Game
SoulHunt is a ‘Hide ‘n Seek’ multiplayer game.
A set of skills and mechanics offer a wide range of hiding and hunting experiences, be or feel the thrill of the Soulhunt.
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Title: SoulHunt
Genre: Action, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
WinterCell Studios
Publisher:
WinterCell Studios
Release Date: 23 Dec, 2016
a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Microsoft Windows XP
Processor: 2 ghz
Memory: 2 GB RAM
DirectX: Version 9.0
Network: Broadband Internet connection
Storage: 1 GB available space
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Seeing as there are hardly any reviews for this and Steam is reporting that reaction is "mixed", I thought I'd ought to throw my
opinion in here.
I bought it because I have memories of playing the demo for the original (Space Tripper) way back, and not ever being able to
finish it beause it was so damn difficult. Guess what- it still is. And that's good.
Some people have given it negative reviews saying that its frustrating and too difficult; I can't count that aginst it because that is
exactly what I was expecting, and I think that due to the genre of game that it is, it should be expected. This is a hardcore arcade
style game where you have to get through all in one go, theres no autosaves or any saftey net other than three lives- and if you
lose a life you start that level over again, every time. Its pretty brutal like that. In Hard mode, there's not even barriers to the play
area; if you stray too far away accidentally you'll die.
Apart from the style differences between this and Space Tripper, there is one change that I've noticed that does make a big
difference. In Astro Tripper, you can switch between two weapons- the blue one which fires a shot straight forward, and the red
that shoots left and right of the direction you're facing. In the original, that red weapon also shot straight ahead as well, but at a
weaker power (so that it would take two hits from the red gun to kill a standard enemy, but only one from the blue). The upshot
of this is that at the frantic pace you have to play the game, not being able to accuratly fire ahead of you with the red weapon
will cost you dearly, so you might not ever want to use anything other than the blue; the weapon switching becomes useless. This
might just be me, but I think it's a valid point.
Due to my experience playing the original demo for Space Tripper, I feel that's the only real criticism I can make in comparison
(I should mention that I've not had any technical problems with it thus far), and also overall. Some people have mentioned
inertia to be a problem stopping them from moving accuratly around the levels, but all I can say to that is that I have had that
difficulty playing any Mario or Sonic games; it's nothing you shouldn't be able to get used to as a playstyle. Every level proceeds
in a pattern, with important audio cues that let you know about changes in enemy spawns or imminent dangers. Once you've
failed enough times to learn the levels, you'll progress and develop your skill and I find it a process that rewards your frustration
in a cathartic manner. As far as I can see it's a perfectly decent arcade shoot-em-up that rewards perseverance.
Summary: If you're someone with skill and experience who wants to beat a real challenge, this is a great game. People who
aren't willing to give 100% effort to and endure a lot of trial-and-error, look elsewhere.. A second rate version of Little Big
Bang. The puzzles/hidden objects are comprehensible, but there are a few that are just frustrating and confusing. It started
strong but then fell into the typical A.M. HOG random (illogical) puzzle mechanics. Visually there are several scenes where
there were stages/assets that were obviously meant to be puzzle but were culled before release; which makes some of the "what
do I do next?" situations quite confusing. The "story" is corney and ham fisted; although what are you expecting.. your playing a
A.M. game!. Unlike the main game, the five lines included in this DLC are unlocked in a linear fashion.
And you need 4\/5 stars in each level to unlock the next.
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I'm pretty sure the levels are good, but as the description states: Masochists only.
So sadly, I can't recommend it, as it's impossible for myself to play 4 out of 5 levels.. Bad controls, gun control is rediculous,
graphics are pretty horrible.
Avoid
. I have been waiting for this game since the demo came out! Great story so far! My current problem is the errors I receive when
viewing inventory items. Other than that... 10/10!!!. Well executed tower defense game.
Simple mechanics and it gives you as much variety as TD games can.. Pros:
Pretty good alternative to Hitman
Nice graphics (not the best but good)
Works well on controller
You get to kill Nazis :P
Good stealth mechanics (Could use some work but not bad)
Cons:
Bad A.I (could use some work)
Animations could be better
Bad voice acting
Sounds overall could be better
Last-gen graphics
No auto-save (for what i could tell)
Overall for the price of the game you are getting a good stealth game but it does have its flaws.
My Quick look on the game:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JIJgGb3WwoA. This is solely for the DLC poker game not the main game which I give a
thumbs up to.
The DLC is very short taking me about 5 minutes or so to 'win' what you get is some jerky (and not in the fap way) images of
the girls dancing, no additional CGs or anything like that (which was what I think most of us were expecting). The writing was
poor and it was difficult to see the girls personalities from the base game based on the few lines they said. After the
'introduction' they repeat the same lines over and over again after each card round.
In relation to the game itself again its very poorly done, imagine the worst strip (or non strip) poker game you have found online
and you might be close, the cards are tiny and you just select then click discard, you can win almost every time if you have a
jack or higher.
Pros +
None
Cons Poor writing
Poor graphics
Lack of CGs\/HCGs
Poor game mechanics (which I believe they touted as being good)
Lack of replay value
If you must buy this if you didn't get the deluxe version wait until it goes to 50% off.. It is a wonderful game but do not buy it
together with the base game of freedom force, the added game is not compatable with any windows whatsoever, buy the other
game on gog.com
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Classic Arcade Goodness !. For A$1.50 you can't go wrong. The cost of a new controller and monitor when you throw one at the
other, however, is considerably larger.. I know Point'n'Click players would like new games to have interesting art and original
feelings to it, and sometimes we buy games because that is the message we wanna send the devs - there is a market for quality
and innovation. I honestly suggest, however, that this is not the one you should endorse.
The graphical aspects are as good as they get, but the places and people they depict are very western and instead of contributing
to surrealism, they just collide with clearly Japanese references from the source material. Taking the tale to a new location made
it weird, not surreal.
The trailer highlights aspects of the characters that are not present in the story, and if it is supposed to approach losing things, or
ones identity, or any overall theme, it is not there. They didn't pull it. Which is a shame.
As pointed out, the puzzles/continuity/following logical leaps is the low point of the game, but the real let down is, even if you
are not there for the puzzles, even if you wanna forgive the pacing that comes from the off-putting storytelling, if you are only
around for a breeze of fresh air in games, it doesnt deliver. It is like a movie director with a good script (the source material),
some great locations and photography (congratz there), actors that could do a good enough job, but he, himself, is a terrible
director, so he just ruins the potential - I can't forgive that.. I mean I played this before on my alt account and its fun but nothing
I would really recommend. 5/10. This is a good game to pass a little bit of time, but there are some bugs and glitches that need
to be fixed still, especially the one where all your gear downgrades to lvl 2 for no reason, making it hard to beat the game. I wish
the creator actually addressed these issues instead of sitting on his couch. 7/10.. this game is♥♥♥♥♥♥poor
i cannot recommend to anyone. Hockey? Nukes? Planes? 2-D? Multiplayer? This one's for you my friend!. This is a short visual
novel about some russian teens telling some spooky stories.
It was very well written considering that english does not appear to be the first language of the writers. There were a few
mistakes, but nothing too serious, still very understandable.
The sound effects in the second to last story were kind of weird, however definitely creepy.
Overall, I would recommend this Visual Novel, as it was very well written and the artwork is nice. Also it has easy achievements
and was a nice way to kill a little bit of time.
. I got this game super cheap but I found it just wasn't for me. I get the sense this is a sole developer, not a team or anything like
that. Hats off, he's done more than I could. What I thought this game would be, based on the description, would be a fairly
simple space combat simulator... Take Freelancer, strip out the mining, trading, and exploration, replace all that with loot and
upgrades, so then you get something like Diablo in space right? Action combat with some RPG elements? Unfortunately it just
doesn't work. It plays more like a tech demo or proof of concept than an actual game.
At least it was cheap?. Did science ever fail or bore you? Well this game might change your mind because for starters it is made
by one of the former employees of LucasArts (Technically in the 80s & 90s) named David Fox a.k.a employee #3, David's
influence for making this awesome game was Rube Goldberg's granddaughter Jennifer George, The puzzles feel original &
fresh, The price is right & it is very educational to young or old so overall I highly suggest getting this game even though it only
has 18 puzzles but keep your fingers crossed for the steam workshop so we can all make cool contraptions just like Rube did. (If
you want more info about the godfather of contraptions then go to this website http:\/\/www.rubegoldberg.com for history
lessons)
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